
   
 

Speaker Notes for Parent Presentation 
Parenting My Champion: Developing Talent 

 
These notes are intended to serve as a guide for the person leading the presentation titled 
“Parenting My Champion: Getting Started.”  These notes were put together by the USTA 
and the researcher who conducted the research that looked at effective parenting 
behaviors in the development of elite level junior tennis players.   
 
The notes are structured to provide: 
 

• Instructions on when to distribute and use handouts or conduct exercises (e.g. 
distribute the USTA Parenting Behavior Checklist) 

 
• Suggestions to the instructor when presenting to the parents (e.g. make sure to 

introduce yourself to the group). 
 

• The specific information that should be conveyed when covering the slide. 
 

• Guidelines on how much time should be devoted to a particular slide as well as 
how much time should have elapsed since the presentation was started. 

 
This information, while meant to serve as a guide, is also pretty specific and should be 
followed as best as possible.  While we have attempted to provide you with plenty of 
information, it is very likely that you will be asked questions that you do not have the 
answer to.  That is OK – do not feel like you should be able to answer every question that 
could come your way.  If someone has a question that you do not know the answer to, 
please refer them to the USA Tennis Coaching Education Department and we will be 
happy to track down an answer. 
 
Best of luck and please contact the USA Tennis High Performance Coaching Education 
staff with any feedback or comments at either (305) 365-8702 or lubbers@usta.com. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Paul Lubbers, PhD 
Director, Coaching Education 
USA Tennis High Performance 
 
 

mailto:lubbers@usta.com


   
 
Slide #1 
 

Parenting Parenting My ChampionMy Champion: : 
Talent DevelopmentTalent Development

A Guide for Successful A Guide for Successful 
Tennis ParentingTennis Parenting

 
 
 

Introduction 
 
****Before beginning make sure handouts are passed out to audience (Form 1 and 
Worksheet 1) 
 
Introduce yourself. 
 
Commend parents for taking the time and making the effort to come to the presentation. 
 
Relate the following points to the audience: 

• It is important they learn because they play an important role in developing their 
child’s talent. 

• Because of this the USTA has examined how parents of top junior players that are 
now professionals developed their child’s talent. 

• The goal is to learn from those that have been through the process of talent 
development in junior tennis. 

• Thus, what will be presented today is the results of this research. 
• One major thing we have learned for sure: There is not one way to develop your 

child’s talent in tennis, but we have some guidelines you can implement (there is 
more than one route to becoming a great tennis player, and none of these routes 
are guaranteed!). 
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Session PurposesSession Purposes

To Identify What You To Identify What You 
and Your Player Wantand Your Player Want
from Junior Tennisfrom Junior Tennis

To Examine the Stages To Examine the Stages 
of Tennis Talent of Tennis Talent 
DevelopmentDevelopment

To Review Guidelines To Review Guidelines 
for Parenting Across for Parenting Across 
the Stages of Talent the Stages of Talent 
DevelopmentDevelopment

 
 
 
Purpose of the Presentation 
 
Review the purposes of the session briefly. 
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What Do You and Your What Do You and Your 
Player WantPlayer Want

from Junior Tennis?from Junior Tennis?

 
 
 
Introduction to Exercise 1: 
 
In this exercise you will ask the audience to reflect on their goals for tennis as well as 
their child’s goals. 
 
You will then ask the parents for responses. 
 
This exercise is best used with a flip chart or board that you can write the answers to the 
two questions. 
 
 
Specific Introductory Text 
 
Before getting into the subject of talent development, a parent must first be aware of his 
or her outcomes for tennis or goals as well as their child’s hopes for tennis. 
 
Go to the next slide to ask the first question. 
 
 
Running Time: 5-6 minutes at the end of this slide 
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What Do You As a What Do You As a “Parent”“Parent”
Want from Your Child’sWant from Your Child’s

Junior Tennis Experience?Junior Tennis Experience?

 
 
 
Exercise 1, Question 1: (3-4 minutes) 
 
Ask the question on the slide and allow the parents a moment to think about the question. 
 
Ask for responses and write these on a flip chart or board. 
 
 
 
Running Time: 8-10 minutes elapsed end of slide 
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What Do You Think Your What Do You Think Your 
“Child”“Child” Wants from His or Wants from His or 

Her Junior Tennis Her Junior Tennis 
Experience?Experience?

 
 
Exercise 1, Question 2: (3-4 minutes) 
 
Ask the question on the slide and allow the parents a moment to think about the question. 
 
Ask for responses and write these on a flip chart or board. 
 
Summarize the exercise with the next slide. 
 
 
 
Running Time: 11-14 minutes elapsed end of slide 
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General Objectives for Junior General Objectives for Junior 
Tennis ParticipationTennis Participation

DevelopmentDevelopment
--physical  physical  -- social  social  -- psychologicalpsychological

FunFun

Winning/RankingsWinning/Rankings

 
 
 
Summary to Exercise 1 
 
Many objectives for tennis participation were listed, but generally fall into 3 main 
categories of: 
 

1. Development 
2. Fun 
3. Winning/Rankings 

 
 
Go to next slide for key points 
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Key Points About Junior Key Points About Junior 
Tennis ObjectivesTennis Objectives

Everyone wants to (or should want to win), but Everyone wants to (or should want to win), but 
only a relatively few will achieve scholarships and only a relatively few will achieve scholarships and 
go pro.go pro.

However, all participants can and should have a However, all participants can and should have a 
great “developmental” experience in junior tennis great “developmental” experience in junior tennis 
learning a life long sport, achieving fitness, and learning a life long sport, achieving fitness, and 
developing numerous socialdeveloping numerous social--emotional skills. It can emotional skills. It can 
also be a heck of a lot of fun!also be a heck of a lot of fun!

So make sure you stress fun and development So make sure you stress fun and development 
objectives, as well as winning and rankings.objectives, as well as winning and rankings.

 
 
 
Key points to finish Exercise 1 
 
Referring to the points on the slide, emphasize that very few players make it to the top 
and this is okay. 
 
What is important is that they have a healthy tennis experience. 
 
 
 
Running Time: 17-20 minutes end of this slide 
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Understanding Stages of Understanding Stages of 
Tennis Talent Tennis Talent 
DevelopmentDevelopment

 
 
 
Transition to Purpose 2: Understanding Stages of Tennis Talent Development 
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Why Understand Talent Why Understand Talent 
DevelopmentDevelopment

To Maximize The Fun and Developmental To Maximize The Fun and Developmental 
Benefits of Your Child’s Tennis Benefits of Your Child’s Tennis 
InvolvementInvolvement

To Allow Your Child To Develop To His or To Allow Your Child To Develop To His or 
Her Fullest Tennis PotentialHer Fullest Tennis Potential

 
 

 
Introduction to Talent Development 
 
It is important to understand how children develop their talent because it can lead to great 
benefits. 
 
First, you and your child receive the benefit of your child developing his or her talents to 
the fullest and the great experience that comes with the pursuit of excellence. 
 
(Read and move to next slide) 
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Why Understand Talent Why Understand Talent 
DevelopmentDevelopment

USTA Benefit: Grow the GameUSTA Benefit: Grow the Game

USTA Benefit: Produce Top Tennis PlayersUSTA Benefit: Produce Top Tennis Players

 
 
 
Understanding Talent Development 
 
As you learn the process of developing talent effectively, it helps the USTA in two very 
important ways. 
 

1. The USTA benefits from your understanding of the talent development process 
because it helps to grow the great game of tennis by keeping children involved, 
and  

2. It facilitates the development of top tennis players who can hopefully win the US 
Open! 

 
(Read and move to next slide) 
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Why Understand Talent Why Understand Talent 
Development : The Importance Development : The Importance 

Of Perceived CompetenceOf Perceived Competence
Youth sport research convincingly shows that children who Youth sport research convincingly shows that children who 
stay with sport have high levels of “perceived” competence. stay with sport have high levels of “perceived” competence. 

In the early years (prior to the teen years) parental feedback In the early years (prior to the teen years) parental feedback 
and motivational orientations are a primary source of and motivational orientations are a primary source of 
children’s perceived competence.children’s perceived competence.

In the teenage years peers and coaches are the primary In the teenage years peers and coaches are the primary 
sources of competence.sources of competence.

Throughout one’s career skill improvement and performance Throughout one’s career skill improvement and performance 
success determine perceived competence.success determine perceived competence.

 
 
Why Understand Talent Development USTA Goal 1: Grow the Game 
 
• Children who stay in sport have developed self-confidence because of their 

perceived competence. As many great tennis players have told us “I played tennis 
because I was good, and I enjoyed tennis because I was good at it.” 

 
• Perceived competence is influenced by different sources at different time periods of 

a child’s life. Early on, parents play a major role in how a child feels about their 
abilities to play tennis. In addition, their motivational orientation affects their 
perceived competence. Specifically, a child that focuses on outcome goals or 
winning tends to have lower perceived competence because winning in essence is a 
50-50 proposition. And, as we know, winning is not completely under their control. 
Children that have more of a focus on the mastery of skills and performing well 
tend to have greater perceived competence because they have control over their 
efforts. 

 
• In the teenage years a transition occurs where coaches and friends become the 

primary source of information for determining one’s tennis competence. The 
parents’ influence diminishes some at this time period. 

 
• Ultimately, a child needs to improve his or her skills and have performance success 

to have higher levels of perceived competence. 
 
• Key: If children feel competent and improve, they will continue to play tennis! 
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Why Understand Talent Why Understand Talent 
Development Development 

USTA Goal: Grow the GameUSTA Goal: Grow the Game

Therefore, to “grow the game” and keep kids Therefore, to “grow the game” and keep kids 
involved (so they reap the developmental involved (so they reap the developmental 
benefits of tennis) we need to help all junior benefits of tennis) we need to help all junior 
players improve their skills and maximize their players improve their skills and maximize their 
individual potential.individual potential.

They must develop their individual talent!They must develop their individual talent!

 
 
 
Why Understand Talent Development USTA Goal 1: Grow the Game (continued) 
 
 
Key: If children feel competent and improve, they will continue to play tennis! 
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Why Understand Talent Why Understand Talent 
Development Development 

USTA Goal: Produce Top USTA Goal: Produce Top 
Tennis PlayersTennis Players

While a small minority of junior tennis While a small minority of junior tennis 
players will become top players, some will players will become top players, some will 
and must develop their talents to the and must develop their talents to the 
fullest to successfully compete at the fullest to successfully compete at the 
highest levels of tournament tennis.highest levels of tournament tennis.

 
 
 
Why Understand Talent Development USTA Goal 2: Produce Top Tennis Players 
 
 
The USTA also strives to develop American champions at the Grand Slams. 
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Parents MUST Understand The Parents MUST Understand The 
Talent Development ProcessTalent Development Process

 
 
 
Understanding Talent Development 
 
Emphasize for the previous 2 reasons parents must understand how to develop talent – 
because they are a central factor influencing this process. 
 
Today we will discuss the phases that a player must go through to fully realize their 
tennis potential. 
 
 
 
Running Time: 21-24 minutes end of this slide 
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Athletes Move Through Phases of Athletes Move Through Phases of 
Talent DevelopmentTalent Development

(Adapted from Bloom, 1985)(Adapted from Bloom, 1985)

Phase 1: Introduction/Foundation Phase 1: Introduction/Foundation 
fun and participation focusfun and participation focus

Phase 2: Refinement/Transitional:Phase 2: Refinement/Transitional:
showed talent, became more committed and showed talent, became more committed and 
involved, and received more specialized involved, and received more specialized 
coachingcoaching

Phase 3: World Class/Elite Performance:Phase 3: World Class/Elite Performance:
worked many hours striving for worked many hours striving for 
excellence/perfecting skillsexcellence/perfecting skills

 
 
 
The Phases of Development 
 
Read each of the phases to audience and hit on the following key points: 
 

1. The intensity of the commitment, effort, and sacrifice for the player and parents 
increases as you transition through the phases. 

2. The phase may dictate relevant and appropriate parental behaviors (e.g., hitting 
with your child in phase 1, and hitting less with them in phase 2). 

3. Emphasize that tennis is not an early specialization sport – have the child play 
multiple sports in at least the first phase if not the 2nd, and also be involved in 
other activities throughout their life. 

4. Once the child goes into phase 3 the parent should begin the process of backing 
off their involvement in their child’s tennis and allow the expert coach to “push” 
the child (parents role shifts now to off-the-court support and unconditional love). 

5. Discuss that talent development provides windows of opportunity to train certain 
aspects of the child or his or her game. 

6. Key: The child should not be involved in adult training! 
7. Problem that has been recognized: parents sometimes attempt to skip the first 

phase. The child first must fall in love with the game and then they can move to 
Phase 2. 
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Progressive Phases of Talent Progressive Phases of Talent 
DevelopmentDevelopment

Progressive Phases of Talent Development

Phase 1: 
Introduction/Foundation

Mean Age Began = 4.5
Mean Age Left = 9.6

Phase 2: 
Refinement/Transitional
Mean Age Began = 10.6
Mean Age Left = 14.6

Phase 3: 
World Class/Elite Performance

Mean Age Began = 15.4
Mean Age Left = NA

Adapted from Bloom (1985)
 

 
 
Present the Progressive Phases of Talent Development 
 
(Ages in the table come from the 9 players interviewed in the Parents study) 
 
 
Running Time: 26-29 minutes end of this slide 
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Parenting During The Phases of Parenting During The Phases of 
Tennis Talent DevelopmentTennis Talent Development

USTA Research Has Shown That The USTA Research Has Shown That The 
Parenting Process Differs in Each of the Parenting Process Differs in Each of the 
Phases of Talent Development.Phases of Talent Development.

How do you think your role as a parent How do you think your role as a parent 
should differ in each stage of the talent should differ in each stage of the talent 
development process?development process?

 
 
 
Present point #1 and then… 
 
Exercise 2: Parenting Through the Phases of Development (8 minutes) 
 
Ask parents the question above referring them to Worksheet 1 “Successfully Parenting 
My Child Through the Phases of Talent Development” 
 
Before parents begin working put up the next slide. 
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Successfully Parenting My Successfully Parenting My 
Child Through the Phases of Child Through the Phases of 

Talent DevelopmentTalent Development

Believe in child and Believe in child and 
his or her abilityhis or her ability

Do things to ensure Do things to ensure 
tennis remains fun as tennis remains fun as 
pressure to perform pressure to perform 
increasesincreases

Help make the tennis Help make the tennis 
experience funexperience fun

WORLD CLASS/ELITE WORLD CLASS/ELITE 
PERFORMANCEPERFORMANCE

Phase ThreePhase Three
Age of Player: 15.4+Age of Player: 15.4+
Years in Phase: NAYears in Phase: NA

REFINEMENT/ REFINEMENT/ 
TRANSITIONALTRANSITIONAL

Phase TwoPhase Two
Age of Player: 10.6Age of Player: 10.6--14.614.6

Years in Phase: 4.0 Years in Phase: 4.0 

INTRODUCTION/ INTRODUCTION/ 
FOUNDATIONFOUNDATION

Phase OnePhase One
Age of Player: 4.5Age of Player: 4.5--9.69.6

Years in Phase: 5.1Years in Phase: 5.1

 
 
 
Exercise 2: Parenting Through the Phases of Development (continued) 
 
Mention the examples listed above 
 
Give parents 3-4 minutes to write 1-2 things in each phase that change or are new relative 
to parenting their child during that time period. 
 
After 3-4 minutes ask parents for responses for 4-5 minutes. 
 
 
Running Time: 36-39 minutes end of slide/exercise 
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Parenting During The Phases of Parenting During The Phases of 
Tennis Talent DevelopmentTennis Talent Development

What Top Pros, Their Parents and What Top Pros, Their Parents and 
Coaches Recommend About Coaches Recommend About 
Parenting Across the Progressive Parenting Across the Progressive 
Phases of Talent DevelopmentPhases of Talent Development: : 
Recommended Guidelines for Successful Recommended Guidelines for Successful 
Junior Tennis ParentingJunior Tennis Parenting

 
 
 
Exercise 2: Parenting Through the Phases of Development (continued) 
 
Following parent responses, refer to Form 1 “Recommended Guidelines for Successful 
Junior Tennis Parenting” 
 

• Use this form to reinforce points made by parents and to reveal new important 
behaviors not touched on by the audience. 

 
• Mention that you don’t have time to cover all of these recommended practices, 

but will cover so of the more pertinent ones. 
 

• See Form 1 (presenter version) for highlighted behaviors of importance – the 
presenter should touch on these points when presenting the phases. 

 
• Feel free to talk about other behaviors you feel are important or if time permits. 

 
• Mention that some behaviors change as the phases progress while others (such as 

unconditional love and support) are consistent throughout. 
 
 
Running Time: 44 minutes end of this slide 
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The Role of Parents in Junior Tennis SuccessThe Role of Parents in Junior Tennis Success

Summary/Question & AnswerSummary/Question & Answer

“Behind every great player is a supportive parent.”

 
 
 
Summary 
 
Summarize by talking about the importance of the parent in tennis talent development & 
understanding how the phase of development changes their role and appropriate 
behaviors 
 
 
Hence, the parent should always be involved in their child’s tennis. 
 
The key is the type of involvement relative to the phase of the child’s development. 
 
End the presentation thanking the audience and allowing 15 minutes for questions. 
 
 
Running Time: End at 45 minutes, now 15 minutes Q & A 
 


